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1.0 Introduction

Much has been written about process definition, but little of it deals with its very early stages, while the organization is overhauling its basic approach (or even defining a brand-new one). With severe pressure from all fronts to reengineer ways of doing business, many organizations are trying to cope with just this problem as they wrestle with transitioning to new technologies. In the presence of borderline chaos, an organization's imperative to achieve a CMM Level 3 rating can seem hopelessly remote.

For the last few years, the authors have been involved with the Air Force/STARS Demonstration Project - a project charged with just such an overhaul: namely, to establish a product-line process for a domain of large C2 applications. The team has experienced the gamut from chaos to well-defined processes and has learned many lessons along the way. As the Demonstration Project comes to a successful close and the Air Force continues with the transition, some process areas are still evolving. In fact, we now recognize this as a normal, steady state condition - as most organizations in today's rapidly changing world will acknowledge.

This paper provides experience-based guidelines to help organizations deal with the issues associated with front-end process definition. The guidelines are couched in the guise of a high-level approach definition process, consisting of the following steps, which are executed iteratively as the approach matures:

- Analyze/update the process requirements
- Assess the organization’s posture
- Plan first/next architecture refinement increment
- Define/update the Process Architecture, by creating/refining “process element groups”

Fundamental to these guidelines is the notion of Process Architecture, which we believe is instrumental in managing approach definition. In fact, it is useful to think of “Approach Definition” as equating to “Process Architecture Definition”. Accordingly, as part of the guidelines, we provide a working definition of a Process Architecture and offer some criteria for judging its quality.

1.1 Context

The authors’ experience upon which this paper is based was gained from involvement in many systems development activities - notably the recently completed Air Force/STARS (Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems) Demonstration Project.

This Demonstration Project was the result of a partnership between the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) STARS program and the Space and Warning Systems Center (SWSC), now part of Air Force Material Command, located at Peterson AFB. The SWSC supports Command and Control Systems for North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), United States Space Command (USSPACECOM), and Air Force Space Command (AFSPC). Currently this involves responsibility for 34 systems, comprising over 12 million lines of code developed in 27 different languages on a variety of hardware platforms.

In the late 80's, the SWSC undertook a new initiative to create an architecture-based approach to solving their desire to provide new capability to the warfighter faster, better, and cheaper. As a result of these initiatives, the SWSC was selected by HQ Air Force to form a partnership with the STARS program and was supported by Loral FS, a STARS prime contractor. The Demonstration Project was undertaken to further the architecture by applying a product-line approach to the development and evolution of software systems. The three-year project resulted in the initial creation of a software product-line which has produced two command and control systems, built in support of Cheyenne Mountain missions.

One of the major challenges of the Demonstration Project was managing the transition of a significant number of new technologies into a group consisting of a heterogeneous mix of Air Force, contractor, and support personnel, with the
objective of emerging with a credible new product-line approach. Technological change was targeted along three major fronts, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Area</th>
<th>Significant New Aspects Targeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture-Based Reuse</td>
<td>• TAFIM-compliant architectural infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Two-Life-cycle software engineering process model (domain/application engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Object-oriented design and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Process</td>
<td>• Sustainable process definition process; and defined processes for key software processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cleanroom software engineering process (rigorous, team-oriented, specification-based, statistically certified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ada Process Model (incremental, demonstration-based development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process enactment, with automated support in selected areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Support (SEE)</td>
<td>• Code generation via 4GL tools geared to the architectural infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• OO modeling support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Integrated Ada development support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process modeling support; process enactment support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1:

Readers interested in these specific technologies and the way in which they were adapted/integrated should refer to the AF/STARS Demonstration Project Experience Report [DemoExp96], available in the second quarter of 1996, and accessible through the Loral/STARS WWW pages: http://source.asset.com/stars/loral/home.html.

1.2 Overview of Paper

As might be surmised, the journey from the initial state of this project to a credible starting point for a product-line process has not been easy. All of the above technologies were successfully assimilated to one degree or another on the project - none perfectly, and some with a good deal of re-interpretation and adjustment. Others, not mentioned, were considered and discarded along the way. In retrospect, most participants feel:

- the project’s technology transition goals were overly ambitious, and
- we could have better managed the buildup of our approach.

The purpose of this paper is not to elaborate any of the specifics of this project, which have been amply covered in several other references [e.g., DemoExp96], but rather to communicate some of what we’ve learned about the “Approach Definition Process”. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

- **Section 2.0, Lessons Learned** - cites some of the relevant experience that the Demonstration Project organization would take into account if it were starting over - i.e., improvement opportunities for the Approach Definition Process
- **Section 3.0, Approach Definition Guidelines** - offers some suggestions about how an organization with similarly ambitious Technology Transition (TT) objectives might manage the build-up of their own new approach.
- **Section 4.0, Summary** - recaps the major points of the paper.

While reading the paper, please bear two points in mind:

- The paper focuses on the special problems faced by organizations attempting **revolutionary change**, as distinguished from **evolutionary** process improvement.
- We are offering relevant experience and recommended guidelines based on that experience; we are **not** offering a prescriptive solution.
2.0 Lessons Learned

The Demonstration Project placed a heavy emphasis on process technology, targeting objectives in process definition, process driven planning, process enactment, and measurement - as well as automated support in all of these areas. In retrospect, although the project's accomplishments fell short of expectations, the organization did succeed in transforming itself into a very process-aware and, in some areas, a process-driven organization.

Having wrestled with such a wide range of objectives - with the support of process expertise from STARS, the SEI, and the STSC - the project's experience provides a rich volume of experience. The Air Force/STARS Demonstration Project Experience Report [DemoExp96] provides a comprehensive recount of this experience.

The Experience Report lessons included in this section are those that seem most relevant to the issues associated with this paper's focus: front-end approach definition.

2.1 Technology Transition in General

**Lesson**: Transition to a product-line approach must be:

- structured - based on organizational goals/priorities and backed by a phased plan
- user-sponsored - process definers/owners must be the users of the processes
- incremental - define to the detail commensurate with process maturity; pilot before committing
- iterative - recognize that maturity only comes through improvement and evolution

A managed build-up of the approach will guard against premature adoption, which can adversely impact both productivity and morale.

This may be the single most important lesson of the entire Demonstration Project, and its relevance to this paper's topic is clear. The guidelines presented in Section 3.0 will stress a user-sponsored, incremental, iterative approach.

**Lesson**: Architecture is the foundation of product-line reuse: think architecture first, then process, then SEE - and then plan to iterate on all of them simultaneously.

This is also a fundamental Demonstration Project lesson: if you are trying to establish a product-line (a primary goal of the Demonstration Project) the product-line's unifying software architecture represents a central requirement to be addressed by the organization's process. Although this paper is meant to apply to a wider scope than just product-line organizations, it also seems clear to the authors that having a unifying software architecture greatly enhances the opportunity for process reuse across an organization.

2.2 Process Representation

For the Demonstration Project, a technology group under the leadership of an Air Force officer was in charge of process engineering - responsible for evolving the "process engineering process" and working with practitioners in the various disciplines to help them define their technical, management, and administrative processes. Here is a subset of their lessons:

**Lesson**: Process descriptions need to meet the needs of the customer (the process user).

This lesson emphasizes that the single most important customer of a process engineering group is the practitioner: the people who will follow - and own - the processes being defined. While the discipline of process engineering may ultimately be served by model rigor and completeness, there is a strong need to "keep it simple" - at least during early phases of process evolution. Users grappling with basic approach issues don't need the added burden of dealing with abstruse representations.

**Lesson**: IDEF_0 is easily misunderstood by process enactors.

**Lesson**: Process technologies should be combined to meet the differing needs or objectives of an organization. A single technology does not capture all the process information required.

---

1. It should be noted that the authors have exercised editorial license in selecting the subset of the project's lessons learned and in grouping them in ways that help communicate points of particular relevance to this paper. In addition, in some cases we have added our own interpretations or elaborations. Interested readers are urged to refer to the original Experience Report for the project's official statements of lessons learned.
These Experience Report lessons are cited back-to-back to illustrate that no one notation suffices for all purposes - or for all audiences. In fact, the Demonstration Project has explored a number of representation techniques, including the following:

- IDEF(I) (activity model with information flow),
- IDEF(1X) (conceptual information model),
- ETVX (Entry/Task/Validation/Exit - for activity sequencing),
- Process Definition Information Organizer Templates [PhillipsEtt95] (for enactment information),
- State Transition Diagrams (for management-level views of process milestones), and
- Ad hoc diagrams and text.

We have attached Appendix A, List of Selected Process Representation Notations, to enumerate and define several candidate process representation notations - including references to texts and articles that provide detailed treatments.

2.3 Automated Support for Modeling

Lesson: Maintaining detailed process information is unwieldy without integrated automated support.

Lesson: Maintaining process information in multiple forms poses a significant maintenance challenge.

The above two Experience Report lessons are actually closely related to the prior two lessons (in which it was asserted that multiple notations are necessary for reflecting process information). With multiple notations - and particularly when process information becomes detailed and voluminous - automated tool support is called for if there is any hope to maintain the information. Further, to avoid the need to record (and maintain!) redundant information, it is highly desirable to have an integrated toolset which shares a single database of process information. The project found that no one toolset fits the bill.

2.4 Incremental Buildup

Lesson: Do not underestimate the break-in time for significantly new processes.

Lesson: In conjunction with the incremental buildup of the organization's process and its development of supporting process technologies, pilot activities at key process transition points are essential.

A bit of context is useful to better understand these two lessons. The Demonstration Project had three major project goals:

- build a real system,
- build up a product-line process, and
- initiate the institutionalization of that process throughout the parent organization.

Even with a very capable team, and even with a fair amount of background in the domain and in many of the technologies, the project found itself trying to learn from experience on many interrelated fronts simultaneously. The engineering team was trying to learn the domain for the software system, several new methods, and several new tools - all at the same time. Added to this was the requirement to synthesize a process, define it, and enact it - even while the organization was struggling with how to do process engineering in the first place! To reach a successful conclusion to the project, the team had to cut back on its ambitions in some areas - including its process ambitions. Along the way, they learned two key truths, which are reflected in the above lessons:

- Technical understanding must be built up incrementally, via a Plan/Do/Learn spiral model [CFRP95]. Further, the challenge of managing incremental buildup on multiple simultaneous fronts simultaneously is magnified by the interactions of the new aspects of the approach.
- Piloting can be an essential learning vehicle in the Plan/Do/Learn cycle. In many cases, for example, the team postulated a process refinement and then piloted the refinement and adjusted it before committing it to practice. There were also some cases where an approach reached the pilot stage only to be abandoned.
2.5 Importance of Process Architecture

Lesson: A sound process reduces a project's need for "heroes".

Lesson: Cooperative relationships among groups are facilitated by well-articulated processes.

Lesson: Review of high level process architecture by key people is critical to the minimization of rework.

We close with these three lessons, since they provide a good transition into the remainder of the paper.

The first two lessons illustrate the project's appreciation of the value of a defined process. The third lesson calls attention to the importance of project agreement on the top-levels of the process - termed the "process architecture".

It is interesting to note that this third lesson was actually recorded after year one of the three year project. At the close of the project there are still significant aspects of the approach that are ill-defined - particularly those related to the product-line-wide activities, such as Domain Engineering. Thus, the organization continues to grapple with front-end process definition issues.

In fact, the authors contend that any organization endeavoring to keep pace with technology will be forced to cope with front-end process definition issues until they close their doors. Our belief is that focusing on Process Architecture is key to managing the evolution of the organization's approach - that is to say, managing the continual transition from vague concepts to defined process.

---

1. At the outset, the Demonstration Project had a very loose notion of Process Architecture. The authors' current definition of the term (based in part on our process experience on this project) is provided in Section 3.5, Create/Update the Process Architecture, on page 14.
3.0 Approach Definition Guidelines

This section offers a structured set of guidelines on how to go about building up your approach. The premise is that your organization:

- knows the value of a defined process,
- appreciates the risks associated with major change/reengineering, and
- has decided that it is a necessity to make substantial changes to your way of conducting business (and may even be working out a brand-new process from scratch).

These guidelines are based both on experience and study; project experience (e.g., the Demonstration Project experience summarized in Section 2.0, Lessons Learned), R&D work with other process engineers (most recently on the STARS program and with the SEI), and study of the process engineering literature.

We must emphasize, however, we do not claim extensive experience in actually applying these guidelines. Rather, we are communicating what we would take into account if we were involved in another project engaged in significant Technology Transition.

3.1 Approach Definition: An Integral Part of the Software Process Lifecycle

Figure 1 depicts the Software Process Lifecycle - showing a single activity called “Approach Definition”, which yields the Process Architecture.

![Diagram of Software Process Lifecycle]

Figure 1. Software Process Lifecycle

3.1.1 “Approach Definition” = “Process Architecture Definition”

We are recommending an incremental, iterative buildup of the approach. Thus, we do not envision one pass through Approach Definition, after which time the Process Architecture is complete and stable. Instead, we see successive passes, with the architecture being solidified first in some areas, then in others - and with a refinement of process definition occurring at each iteration.

By our definition, then, the rate of change of the Process Architecture is one good indicator of how well the organization understands the approach...or at least this would be true for an organization that is serious about process. (For an organization not serious about process, there will probably be no way to tell whether your approach is solidifying or not!)

Even when the Process Architecture is stable, there may be many details of the approach left undetermined; but we would insist that there must be organizational consensus that those details, once resolved, will have little effect on other aspects of the process.
What do we mean by Process Architecture? This is a difficult question, and there is certainly no industry consensus on the meaning of the term. In our opinion, a useful working definition is the following:

*Process Architecture is a high-level description of the process that captures the key aspects of the organization's approach in a form understandable to both stakeholders and participants.*

Refer to Section 3.5, Create/Update the Process Architecture, on page 14, for a more concrete definition.

Since this lifecycle is evolutionary (i.e., incremental, and iterative), we see Approach Definition producing incremental updates to the Process Architecture, as shown in Figure 2.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Incremental Approach Definition**

The influences on Approach Definition depicted in this figure are:

- the required changes to the already-defined portion of the approach, based on usage experience in the context of the process defined using the prior Process Architecture increment;
- the unresolved aspects of the approach which have not yet been addressed in the organization's process; and
- the organization's posture with respect to handling all of the targeted changes - a multi-dimensional assessment including current expertise, resources available to work on the process, process maturity level in general, etc. (Bear in mind that throughout the transition process, organizational and cultural forces have the potential to reorient, redefine, or totally derail your new approach!)
3.1.2 High-Level “Approach Definition Process”

Given these influences, Figure 3 depicts the composition of this incremental Approach Definition activity. The guidelines provided in Sections 3.2 through 3.6 are organized according to these steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyze/Update The Process Requirements</th>
<th>See Section 3.2 (page 9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Maintain a clear statement of the requirements on what the process needs to do, how it should do it, and how it should be represented. These requirements stem from the organization’s stakeholders and from usage experience with the process to date.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assess The Organization’s Posture</th>
<th>See Section 3.3 (page 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Realistically assess the organization’s capacity to further define/improve the approach at this point in time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan First/Next Process Architecture Increment</th>
<th>See Section 3.4 (page 12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Identify high-priority process engineering tasks for this process architecture increment, based on analysis of the process requirements, the organization’s posture, and meaningful assignments of “process element groups” to engineering teams.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Create/Update The Process Architecture</th>
<th>See Section 3.5 (page 14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Improve the articulation of the organization’s approach by improving the process architecture in accordance with this increment’s plan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is done by carrying out the engineering tasks identified in the process architecture increment plan:

- **for each process engineering task**
  
  **Engineer “Process Element Group”**
  
  Purpose: Add, refine, restructure (or possibly even delete) selected portions of the process architecture, using pragmatic engineering with strong emphasis on piloting.

| See Section 3.6 (page 18) |

---

**Figure 3. Incremental Approach Definition Process**

The remaining sections provide guidelines for the above steps. At the start of each section, we the following icon to remind the reader of the context:
3.2 Analyze/Update the Process Requirements

Purpose: Maintain a clear statement of the requirements on what the process needs to do, how it should do it, and how it should be represented. These requirements stem from the organization’s stakeholders and from usage experience with the process to date.

When you already have a process in hand and are making incremental improvements, the requirements are already fairly well stabilized. When you’re trying to make major approach changes, it may be a shock to realize all of the sources of requirements you need to take into account. Just as with a software system, you need to take care to identify, organize, and prioritize your process requirements. Here is a checklist to consider:

3.2.1 Stakeholders: the Ultimate Source of All Requirements

Requirements come from stakeholders - sources of funding and support, or whose interests are of some concern to you. You need to be clear about their expectations and needs so that you can organize them, prioritize them, and cross-check your resulting process against them. Here is a partial list, based on our experience:

- **Customers:** Presumably your organization is providing a service to or building products for customers. Competitive pressures may be the main impetus for changing your process. In addition to your own internal process goals to address efficiency and productivity, you may need to address specific customer issues - such as whether your organization has been certified as conforming to ISO-9001.

- **Funding Sources:** Funding sources might not just be customers. Examples of other funding sources are company (or DoD) sponsored R&D initiatives - such as the ARPA/STARS initiative that formed a partnership with the Air Force for the Demonstration Project. In fact, the Demonstration Project organization obtained funding from several DoD sources, each of which had expectations that came along with their support - most of which had direct impact on the process.

- **Peer Organizations:** Your organization may be part of a larger whole, and other parts of the organization undoubtedly have explicit (and implicit) requirements on how you do your work. If you fail to provide a required configuration package, for example, an external Quality Assurance department may refuse your delivery.

- **Upper Management:** Review their expectations; accept those you can’t change, chip away at those you can, but only if they are really important. Such requirements could run the gamut from addressing specific chronic quality issues, to providing certain metrics, to taking on additional responsibilities.

- **Higher-Level Organization Mandates:** An example of such a mandate might be a DoD directive that all service organizations of a certain type achieve an SEI CMM Level 3 maturity rating within two years. Affected organizations would be required to demonstrate that their process addresses the requirements for the corresponding Key Process Areas [SEI-CMM93, SEI-SPF-94].

- **Your Own Organization’s Goals:** Your organization is also a stakeholder. Among other things, you need to take all the other stakeholder requirements into account and formulate your own statements of vision, mission and goals that will guide the organization’s growth. The Air Force/STARS Demonstration Project organization accepted a mandate from the USAF HQ and from the STARS Program to lay the groundwork for a new product-line process. As summarized in Table 1 on page 2, this mandate translated into a lower-level set of technology goals representing a strategy for getting there.

- **Your People:** Your people will have to run the process. If they are disenfranchised, the process will fail. Conversely, if they are enthusiastic owners, the process will thrive. Your people provide important requirements not only on the content of the process, but its form of representation and level of detail.

3.2.2 Types of Requirements

With respect to front-end process definition, requirements fall into two broad categories: process content (what the process should do and how well it should do it), and process representation (notation, structure, level of detail, etc.). Here are some typical requirements from our experience:
• **Examples of Requirements on Process Content**
  - Increase productivity and efficiency; decrease cycle time.
  - Use a particular set of new technologies (e.g., Cleanroom, OO).
  - Build applications using a common software architecture; and set up a group with technical responsibility for articulating, promulgating, supporting and evolving the architecture.
  - Increase the level of automation (possibly targeting specific areas, such as requirements traceability).
  - Build up and nurture clusters of expertise in certain areas (domain, technology, or other).
  - Provide more metrics to help track progress and quality.
  - Adhere to a particular lifecycle model (e.g., spiral).
  - Achieve a high degree of reusability; minimize redundancy; provide tailorable key process elements.
  - Focus on walkthroughs as a way to improve product quality.
  - Respond to specific standards and policies (e.g., TAFIM).
  - Give first priority to the products delivered to customer X.
  - Use good encapsulation techniques (e.g., implement a layered software architecture).

• **Examples of Requirements on Process Representation**
  - Provide views which address the needs of specific audiences (e.g., newcomer, practitioner, process engineer, manager).
  - Use a specific, mandated notation (e.g., IDEF0).
  - Use a specific process support tool (e.g., DesignIDEF by MetaSoft or PEAKS by ccPD).
  - Use a template approach to provide consistent, prescribed information for key diagram elements (e.g., PDIOT (PhillipsErt95)).
  - Define processes to the “ enactable” level in certain areas (e.g., software increment development).
  - Clearly identify where metrics (process and product) are collected and used.
  - Designate risky areas of the process and discuss what is being designed in to mitigate them.
  - Give first priority to the process concerns of customer Y.
  - Adhere to the quality criteria listed on page 16.

3.3 **Assess the Organization’s Posture**

*Purpose: Realistically assess the organization’s capacity to further define/improve the approach at this point in time.*

This step is particularly important at the start of a major initiative, although it should be revisited at the start of each incremental step. How you start the ball rolling can have a great impact on its subsequent direction and momentum. Carefully analyze your status and capability from a number of standpoints, and form a realistic assessment of the number of simultaneous changes you are attempting and their significance, and balance that assessment against your capability to handle those changes. Reviewing the guidelines in this section may help weed out unreasonable objectives early.

Here is a partial checklist of factors you may wish to consider:

• **Maturity of your existing process**: if you already have a sound, defined process, you will be in a position to better assess the specific areas of impact. Begin by identifying areas of your process you will be able to recover with little, or no change, and then focus on the remainder.

• **Existing process engineering experience**: an organization with a CMM Level 3 maturity rating, for example, will have a leg up on an organization that doesn’t really understand what it takes to have a defined process. If your organization is rated at Level 1 or a low Level 2, we strongly recommend you first do a stand-alone process engineering pilot using a number of people with leadership skills. When a viable process definition approach is established that makes sense for your organization, use these people as “change champions” to define and transition the approach into the organization.

• **On-board expertise in the technologies**: note that while training is useful, piloting is much better, and real project experience is “golden”. If expertise is a key problem, consider aggressive staffing measures - possibly including consulting help.
The extent of the change(s), including the number of new technologies, degree of divergence from existing methods; how pervasive the changes are in terms of the number of process aspects you will have to impact; how interrelated the technologies are - and if they are interrelated, how much potential dissonance there is among the technologies. These are admittedly very subjective assessments - especially if your level of experience in the technologies is limited! Regardless of your assessment, be aware of the risk you are taking on. The transition to any new technology is risky (resulting in failures in a majority of cases), and transition to multiple technologies compounds that risk.

Degree of challenge of the real project(s) you will be undertaking as vehicles for “proving-in” the new process. Piloting only takes you so far in establishing your new approach; in the end you simply have to give it the acid test. While you are attempting to perform on the new project, you’ll be finding out all the ways the approach doesn’t really work very well and has to be adjusted or scrapped. But if your key people are wrapped around the axle learning a new application domain for the system they’re building, or if they are slaved to an overly ambitious schedule, how will they have time to adjust the approach? If your sights are too high, you will either fail in building the system (and thus fail in the TT), or your team will abandon some or all of the new approach and fall back to their old heroic ways (and you’ve still failed in your TT - perhaps without even knowing it!).

Willingness/eagerness of personnel (including management) to accommodate/integrate change. This is a multi-dimensional issue - on the individual, organizational, and cultural levels. There are many TT references that may be of use in forming this assessment, such as [SPC-TTO94, SEI-MTC96].

Number of participating organizations and their track record for working well together. If there is no track record, it’s safe to say there will be problems. On a related note, if some of the organizations already work well together, there is a risk that newcomers will be shunned as outsiders.

Extent of other, potentially competing aspects of TT, such as metrics - which can take an amazing amount of resources - and which will be severely affected by the new aspects of the process.

Number of new requirements on the process engineering itself being imposed by stakeholders - such as level of detail, required tools to be used, intent to prove automated enactment, Treat process definition like systems development; clearly identify and justify all the requirements on the process and maintain requirements control.

Number of stakeholders\(^1\) with potentially divergent goals. The stakeholders will be making demands along the way. Negotiating these demands, and possibly resolving conflicts with the stakeholders - who might just have some conflicting demands - can take quite a bit of your intellectual bandwidth.

In the authors’ experience, “intellectual bandwidth” (IB) is a key factor in your likelihood of success in making your targeted transition. We define it (very loosely) as follows:

\[ IB = \text{aggregate capability of your most creative and productive people minus all of the demands on their time for everything but what you really need them to do.} \]

You really need IB when you’re defining your new approach. The above bullet cites just one of the drains on IB. The next bullet is another - one which is impossible to appreciate unless you’ve lived through it at least once.

Degree to which you will have to service external TT requirements: on the Demonstration Project - which was set up explicitly to accelerate TT across a wide community - this profound demand on IB has led one of the authors to coin: Randall’s Law: The more progress your organization makes in figuring out a new and better way of doing business, the more time your key people will spend explaining your approach - and the less time they will have to contribute to figuring out the new way of doing business.

\(^1\) By “stakeholders” we mean the folks paying the bills or to whom you have some obligation. Many organizations have a number of stakeholders - particularly if your funding has been tracked together from an array of sponsors/participants.
Corollary 1: There is a natural cap on the rate of forward progress in figuring out a new and better way of doing business.

3.4 Plan First/Next Process Architecture Increment

**Purpose:** Identify high-priority process engineering tasks for this process architecture increment, based on analysis of the process requirements, the organization's posture, and meaningful assignments of "process element groups" to engineering teams.

Planning the first/next increment of your Process Architecture is tricky business, because it involves so many unknowns. We can offer some suggestions about how to select among the various not-yet-defined aspects of your approach, but one of the key complications is that the prioritization depends to quite an extent on the Process Architecture you already have defined in prior increments.

In a way, this situation is similar to that when a software project has to respond to a major change to its requirements - such as an ECP to an existing system. Your initial analysis is simply to understand the requirement, but to really see what the impact is you have to look at the software architecture.

One thing the architecture does is help identify which groups need to get involved to see what those impacts are. This is because - as we will see in the next section - a good architecture will include a mapping to the organizational group(s) responsible for the corresponding part(s) of the architecture. Thus, once you have an idea which parts of the architecture might be impacted, you can refer to the mapping to see who to call into the room.

In this section, we provide some high-level pointers on factors take into account when judging which aspect(s) of the approach you should tackle next. We also discuss how to identify manageable process engineering tasks to assign to teams.

3.4.1 Pointers on Judging Approach Definition Priorities

- **Urgency of Need for Project Work**
  
  By this point in the paper, it should be clear that we think you’ll need real project experience to build up a real process. Particularly on the first real project, you’ll also be “staging” your approach definition as you go. Thus, you’ll need to identify which aspects of your approach are “coming due” the soonest. Examples:
  
  - If you’re about to start a specification effort and you think you might want to use Cleanroom Software Engineering [Cleanroom96], this might be a great time to think about how Cleanroom might effect your process\(^1\).
  
  - If you’re going to deliver your first configuration of software to the customer’s CM organization in three months, but you haven’t figured out how to baseline OO classes or how to explain to the receiving organization what they even mean, you might want to raise the priority on this aspect of the approach.

- **Urgency of Need for Purchase or Contract Decision**
  
  Acquisition cycles can take annoyingly long - sometimes amazingly long. You need lead time. So your approach needs to be ready before you will be applying it. Examples:
  
  - Which OO modeling tool did you want, and how much processor horsepower will it be taking away from your Ada development environment?
  
  - You need to issue a Statement of Work for a contract you want to start in four months - so are you going to use OO or not? If so, what contractual wording do you want to put in about QA, CM, standards, etc. Or do you “wing it”?

- **Risk to Process Architecture**

---

\(^1\) Hint: there will probably be more than just your specification process involved before you’re done realizing the benefits of Cleanroom!
Now we’re thinking like software engineers! Pay attention early to those requirements that could have the biggest impact on your Process Architecture. The Architecture has a lot to do with the way all of your process elements work together, and if you think there might be some structural changes to accommodate a particular technology, this is one reason to give it early attention.

- **Level of Stakeholder Concern**

  Going back to the ultimate authority of what’s important to your organization, you had better give the stakeholders some say in your prioritization.

- **CMM/ISO 9001 Exposure, etc.**

  Your attention to the SEI CMM or ISO 9001 evaluation criteria may be due to several reasons - from responding to stakeholder demands to attempting to study your process using well-thought out references as tools. Whatever your reason, these references may cause you to overhaul your approach. For example, looking at the Software Configuration Management Key Process Area of the CMM may motivate a complete overhaul of your CM. This might, in turn, affect so many parts of your process that you decide to take a good look at your architecture - to pull out all of the CM aspects from the places in which they are currently ferreted away, and to define a common set of CM subprocesses that serve all process elements.

  Something with such widespread impact may call for a high-priority. In fact, despite conventional wisdom that “CM is trivial”, you may actually assign a lead person or two to work on the engineering!

3.4.2 **Mapping Aspects of the Approach to “Process Element Groups”**

Having assessed the Approach Definition priorities, as discussed above, management must select which approach aspects to tackle for the next increment. This involves determining what expertise is available and their competence to address the engineering needs, but it also involves identifying meaningful groups of “process elements” - based on the current Process Architecture - for actual teams to work on.

We use the term “process element” to refer to a process model abstraction consisting of a set of related activities, artifacts and agents (hopefully adhering to the encapsulation quality criteria discussed in Section 3.5.3, Process Architecture Quality Factors, on page 16.) When building up a new approach, process engineering tasks often deal with several process elements at once. This is because a targeted new method or technology may affect several aspects of the Process Architecture.

For example, if an organization seeks to transition from a functional-decomposition, software paradigm to an object-oriented software paradigm, there will likely be significant impacts to many existing process elements - such as design, implementation, configuration management, and project management. It is also possible that some existing process elements will be discarded entirely and that the process architecture will be significantly restructured.

In keeping with the loose “approach definition process” outlined at the beginning of this section (refer back to page 6), we recognize that a process engineering task may involve several process elements - and that there may be several process engineering tasks active at one time.

Just as with software development, we try to choose our tasks to balance numerous factors, such as priorities, personnel availability, and “orthogonality” (i.e., we try to have the tasks working on segregated aspects of the architecture, although the tasks may need to closely coordinate with respect to interfaces). Figure 4 depicts one step in a hypothetical iteration of a process architecture. There are two aspects of the approach that are deemed high priority for this iteration. Approach Aspect P seems to impact process elements in the top layer of the architecture, whereas Approach Aspect Q impacts process elements in the top two layers of the architecture. The organization has decided to allocate the refinement work to two teams, but has opted to align their tasks along architectural lines. The two teams must coordinate their work with respect to Approach Aspect Q. The result of the refinement work requires an adjustment to the structure of the top layer of the architecture and the addition of a new process element to the second layer of the architecture.
3.5 Create/Update the Process Architecture

**Purpose:** Improve the articulation of the organization's approach by improving the process architecture in accordance with this increment's plan.

In Section 3.1.1, "Approach Definition" = "Process Architecture Definition", on page 6, we emphasized the importance of Process Architecture, which we defined as follows:

*Process Architecture is a high-level description of the process that captures the key aspects of the organization's approach in a form understandable to both stakeholders and participants.*

In this section, we provide a more concrete definition of Process Architecture, drawing on the notions of software architecture as a starting point. We then attempt to flesh out the definition with some quality criteria - which we hope will provide guidance to organizations who are formulating their own Process Architecture.

According to Osterweil, "Software Process is Software, Too" [Osterweil87]. The authors agree with the spirit of this assertion: our experience leads us to believe that the analogy with software has a great deal of strength. Even when we do not have a very good idea of how to systematize our approach, software systems engineering techniques are useful.

3.5.1 The Notions of Software Architecture

Pursuing the idea that software engineering techniques apply to systems of processes, it is useful to examine what software experts are saying about Software Architecture - since this may give us insight into Process Architecture. Interested readers may wish to browse the Software Architecture overview in SEI's Technology section on the WWW [SEI-Arch96]. This overview includes recent quotes from a number of well-known authors, such as the following:

*Boehm, et al., 1995:*

A software system architecture comprises
- A collection of software and system components, connections, and constraints.
- A collection of system stakeholders' need statements.
- A rationale which demonstrates that the components, connections, and constraints define a system that, if implemented, would satisfy the collection of system stakeholders' need statements.

These quotes are sufficient to show both the common elements of the notions and some of the embellishments. What we culled from the literature is the following definition - which we have augmented based on our own experience with a large spectrum of software systems:

**Software Architecture**

A model of a software system that provides:

1. A description of the high-level structure of the system, including
   - The composition of the system’s data and processing components, and
   - The relationships and interconnections among the components.
2. Guidance or rules on how new components should be added to the architecture, and how the architecture should be evolved over time.
3. Rationale for why systems built using the architecture would satisfy stakeholder requirements.
4. References to any standards or methods that are tied to or assumed by the architecture, whether mandated by stakeholders or chosen as foundation principles.
5. A description of the high-level dynamic behavior of the system, showing how the components would work together and synchronize their work over time to satisfy end-user scenarios. This would be especially important for large complex systems where behavioral issues (high-level state transitions, performance characteristics, etc.) were critical for understanding and guiding the system’s construction.
6. A refinement of the structure and behavior showing allocations and relationships to physical hardware (processors, networking, etc.). This would be especially important if a common platform strategy is desired.

### 3.5.2 The Notions of Process Architecture

The literature on process technology is relatively new, and there is even less agreement on the definition of process architecture than there is on software architecture.

Here are excerpts from Feiler's and Humphrey's well-known paper dealing with software process terminology [FeiHum92]:

**Process Architecture**

A conceptual framework for consistently incorporating, relating, and tailoring process elements into enactable processes. An architecture provides a space of process designs. A process architecture is often needed when a process must relate to other existing or future processes. Examples of such needs are process element reuse, process enactment, and process tailoring. An essential property of a process architecture is its ability to indicate whether a process element is or is not compatible with the architecture.

**Process Element**

A component of a process. Process elements range from individual process steps to very large parts of processes. They may be templates to be filled in, fragments to be completed, or abstractions to be refined.

While we agree with these notions in principle, we believe there should be a more concrete definition of process architecture, similar to those for software architecture, above.

Here, then, is our working definition of process architecture, which takes the same form as the definition of software architecture provided on page 15:

**Process Architecture:**

A high-level model of a process which includes descriptions of:

1. Static structure of its composition, in terms of its Artifacts, Activities and Agents and their interrelationships.
(2) Guidance or rules on how new process elements should be added to the architecture, and how the architecture should be evolved over time.

(3) Rationale for how the process architecture addresses the needs of the stakeholders.

(4) References to any standards or methods that are tied to or assumed by the architecture, whether mandated by stakeholders or chosen as foundation principles.

(5) High-level dynamic behavior of the process, showing how the components work together and synchronize their work over time. This is especially important for large, complex processes, but it may be deferred to later stages of process design, at the discretion of the architect.

(6) A refinement of the structure and behavior showing allocations and relationships to actual organizational elements. This is especially important if it is desired to define a common organizational structure for all executions of the process. (Note that our use of the term “agent” as used above does not necessarily require specifying the agent’s organization.)

3.5.3 Process Architecture Quality Factors

Although we will be offering a few examples to illustrate the notion of process architecture, we do not wish to specify a notation. Notations are best chosen by the organization, based on the nature of its process, the preferences of its process engineers and its practitioners, mandated toolset, etc. Instead, we offer a set of quality guidelines to serve as a checklist of considerations to take into account regardless of your notation. Many of these guidelines apply equally well at lower levels of the process.

- **Completeness**
  The process architecture should cover the aspects listed above.
  Each aspect described by the model should be well-defined. Some authors suggest using templates to capture pre-defined information, but volume and level of detail is a critical issue, particularly at the architecture level.
  Views should be provided to address the needs of key audiences (especially the needs of the stakeholders), including these categories: newcomer/outsider, practitioner, manager, process engineer.

- **Consistency**
  The different views of the model should be consistent with each other. Note that even at the architecture levels of a process model, if we are dealing with a large, complex process there may be a strong need for automated support to construct and maintain the model (i.e., an integrated toolset/repository).

- **Simplicity**
  This principle applies in several senses:
  - Avoid unnecessary detail, concentrating on the essential aspects. (This principle applies at the lower levels of the process too: bear in mind that every bit of detail in the model is detail that will be maintained - or discarded.)
  - Simple views should be available, to aid understanding (even if the model is complex)
  - Design elegance: the process should be well-engineered to select good abstractions that maximize reuse of common ideas and minimize interconnections.

- **Encapsulation and Abstraction Principles**
  We are strongly influenced by software engineering principles here:
  - High cohesion within process elements: seek clusters of activities/artifacts/agents that have strong commonality of function and data.

---

1. **Artifacts** are the external products received from or delivered to outside organizations, or internal products developed and maintained as part of the organization’s process. **Activities** comprise the work being done to consume/produce the artifacts. **Agents** are responsible for performing the activities (and may be people or programs). This “AAA” terminology is also used by the SEI [ArmKelPhi93].
- **Low coupling** between process elements: seek clusters of activities/artifacts/agents such that separate clusters have few interfaces.
- **Information hiding**: a process element that has no explicit need for an artifact should have no access to it.
- **Layering**: attempt to partition the process elements into abstraction layers, both for ease in conceptualizing and for ease in maintenance.
- **Reuse of common elements**: including identification of kernel or service elements that can be reused throughout the process in different contexts. In identifying commonality, seek opportunities to "tailor" process elements; i.e., instantiate a process element in different ways for different parts of the process. (Note that some authors have recently been urging an object-oriented approach to process modeling [e.g., Jacobson 95] - if successful, this approach would leverage inheritance and polymorphism to facilitate reuse.)

**Stability**

The degree of change you are experiencing in your architecture will give you insight into two key issues: how rapidly your approach is solidifying, and how well your abstractions have been chosen.

**Process/Organization Alignment**

We believe a process is best applied if the organization is aligned to it. A well-architected process can be instrumental in molding an organization. (Note that an organization engaged in process reengineering should avoid using existing organizational structure as a major process driver.)

Here are some related thoughts:

- **Integrating with the Parent Organization**

  If the process will be executed by an organization that serves a larger organization, the larger organization is clearly a stakeholder. The "parent" organization imposes a set of external interfaces to the process. It may also impose set of organizational constraints which may affect process architecture. In such cases, it may be possible for encapsulation techniques to preserve architectural integrity.

  For example, Configuration Management (CM) may be required to be administered by a department that reports to a manager outside of this organization. If the new process includes a new object-oriented approach, for example, there may well be fundamental changes to the CM process versus what the parent organization is used to. It may be possible, however, to encapsulate the new aspects of the process while preserving the spirit of the parent process. If so, it would help insulate the architecture from changes from both sides - despite the organizational constraints.

- **Considering Organizational Realities**

  Similar considerations apply to other organizational constraints - such as the apparent necessity to use a particular external group (e.g., contractor or vendor) because of their unique expertise. You may not be able to change the other group's process, yet you want to maximize architectural integrity. Encapsulation techniques seem to apply here as well. Furthermore, our experience tells us that things change. A group whose skills are vital today, might be displaced tomorrow (or go out of business, or whatever). In this case, as in the above case, we would tend to emphasize process architectural integrity first, then try to take organizational "realities" into consideration.

- **Considering Cultural Realities**

  This is admittedly a very difficult characteristic to judge, but when you are trying to make significant changes to your approach, culture dissonance might end up being the most serious risk of all. Technology Transition resources may help - not to only judge the process/culture alignment, but to facilitate organizational and personal adjustment [e.g., SPC-IT94, SEI-MTC96, Moore95, MangKlein95]. Several factors seem particularly significant in optimizing process/culture alignment:

  **Clear process requirements** - especially well-articulated goals; process engineering must assure that the requirements are systematized, but management bears the responsibility for the goals - both for communicating them and for living them.

  **Buy-in through participation**: the process owners are the process users; and

  **Incremental buildup**: both in process content and in process representation, it is essential to take it a step at a time.
3.6 Engineer “Process Element Group”

**Purpose:** Add, refine, restructure (or possibly even delete) selected portions of the process architecture, using pragmatic engineering with strong emphasis on piloting.

Earlier subsections have discussed how the organization identifies aspects of the new approach that make sense to target for this iteration of the Process Architecture. This section now discusses how the engineering would proceed to determine whether the changes should be made - and if so, what those changes should be.

Before launching into a discussion of these engineering steps, however, it is important to explain why “Process Element Groups” come into play.

We are discussing how a team working on such a task might proceed. There are two key themes:

- **The degree of refinement is based on how well the organization understands the approach.** To help make this notion more concrete, we define a set of four “Approach Understanding States” and use these states at key decision points in the refinement procedure.

- **The primary way to increase approach understanding is through experience.** Thus, we recommend that the build up of the approach be incremental, with piloting and real project experience built into each increment.

### 3.6.1 Approach Understanding States

A key factor to help in deciding what to do next is “how well do you understand your approach”. Here is an attempt to define a four-level answer to that question:

- **State 1: Ill-defined Approach** - loose (or non-existent) requirements; interfaces with other process elements sketchily specified; several competing technologies to either adapt/integrate or discard; little (or no) team experience in technologies; disagreement among key project members.

  **Action:** Regard as high-risk; don’t even think about committing to it without future refinement and piloting; if you have many of these at high-levels in the architecture, seriously consider cutting back on your ambitions (i.e., abandoning some of the planned aspects of the approach); potentially the biggest risk: the CM aspects of your process, which cannot be finalized until most process elements are beyond this state.

- **State 2: Basic Understanding of Approach** - stable requirements; technologies are adapted/integrated; some team experience in the technologies (via piloting - or preferably, via actual project experience); interfaces with other process elements well-specified; agreement among key project members.

  **Action:** Regard as moderate risk; keep an eye on it while you ease into operational usage; form an understanding of the key issues and put metrics in place to track; begin working out process-driven planning.

- **State 3: Operational Competence** - approach well-understood and being successfully practiced for production work; interfacing process elements work smoothly with this area; management views activities as low-risk and has high confidence in status assessments; suitable for process-driven planning; ready for tailoring for other projects.

  **Action:** Regard as low-risk; emphasize process-driven planning; selectively refine portions of the process definition to the enactable level; emphasize improvement cycle.

- **State 4: Detailed Understanding** - most activities are rote; some (or all) susceptible to automated enactment; metrics-based product and process improvement routine. (Note: some process elements will never achieve this state, even for CMM level 5 organizations, since some activities inherently depend on creative responses.)

  **Action:** Refine process definition to enactment level as appropriate; consider automated enactment support (but don’t rest on your laurels: this may be the next area to be hit by paradigm shift).
This paper is focusing on getting from State 1 (ill-defined approach) to State 2 (basic understanding). Clearly, we recommend deferring formality and detailed exposition until the organization has achieved at least State 3 (operational competence).

3.6.2 The Process Element Group Engineering Procedure

Given the above notions of Approach Understanding States, we are ready to provide additional insight into the engineering activity.

```
determine the Approach Understanding State and the current level of process definition
if Approach Understanding State is already sufficient for refinement then
    refine the process elements one or more levels, as appropriate
else [Approach Understanding State does not yet support refinement]
    assess reasonableness of gaining sufficient understanding for this iteration
    if unreasonable then
        if decision about approach aspect can be deferred, then
            defer until next iteration [flag as major project risk]
        else abandon approach aspect
    else [reasonable to gain more understanding; so try to get some now]
        take a stab at one or more refinement steps, as "appropriate"
        [see "Brainstorming" procedure, detailed below]
        review with other process elements and improve
        construct strategy and plan for piloting/adopting
        conduct pilot(s) for key areas
        review results of pilot and improve
    if this rendition seems to work, then
        assess risks and insert metrics/controls as needed for early prove-in phase
        define training needed for prove-in phase
        recommend appropriate updates to the baselined process architecture
    else
        if decision about approach aspect can be deferred then
            defer for another stab on a later iteration [flag as major project risk]
        else abandon approach aspect
            [Note: this may have significant ripple effects on other process elements,
             or even process architecture... but good architecture should help.]
```

At this point, your team has completed the engineering for this Process Architecture increment and has done the following for each of the targeted changes:

- **Thrown it out** as incompatible or too risky for now [*whew!*]
- **Deferred** it 'til the next increment [*wait a minute...I thought this was really high priority!*?], or
- **Established sufficient confidence to make to the architecture change** - and set the organization on a course toward the associated process definition [...*hope these guys know what...*]

**Figure 5. The Process Element Group Engineering Procedure**

3.6.3 The Brainstorming "Subroutine" for a Defining/Refining a Process Element Group

This is embedded in the above "Process Element Group Engineering" procedure:

- Review the stakeholders. This is really the first step in making sure you understand the requirements for the process element - and it depends on the level of the model.
4.0 Summary

The authors believe that there are some distinct process development problems faced by organizations attempting to make revolutionary changes to their existing way of doing business (reengineering) - or who are attempting to start a new operation from scratch. In our experience and in our review of the process-oriented literature we have found little guidance for such organizations. These problems are often quite different in character from those faced by organization's engaged in evolutionary process improvements - or who are attempting to capture their understanding of their existing process.

Section 1.0, Introduction, provided the context of the Air Force/STARS Demonstration Project, from which much of the authors' experience has stemmed. This project, charged with spearheading a new product-line process, was (and is still) engaged in significant technology transition. Section 2.0, Lessons Learned, cited some of the applicable lessons learned from this project - which are especially instructive because of the level of attention that has been given to process.

Our experience has led us to formulate the Approach Definition Guidelines outlined in Section 3.0 The guidelines are keyed to the steps in a high-level approach definition process, as follows:

- Analyze/Update the Process Requirements (Section 3.2 on page 9),
- Assess the Organization's Posture (Section 3.3 on page 10),
- Plan First/Next Process Architecture Increment (Section 3.4 on page 12),
- Create/Update the Process Architecture (Section 3.5 on page 14), and
- Engineer "Process Element Group" (Section 3.6 on page 18).

To recap our major recommendations:

- Emphasize Process Architecture as instrumental to managing the convergence on your new approach (we provide a definition of Process Architecture, and we offer a set of quality criteria).
- Use an incremental, iterative method to build up the approach - i.e., to build up your Process Architecture. Plan each increment based on:
  - assessments of the priorities of unresolved aspects of your approach (based in turn on stakeholder requirements and on your own experience from using the process to date), and
  - assessments of how much your team is able to really accomplish at this point in time.

These assessments may lead to deferring (or totally abandoning) some targeted aspects of your approach, but the aspects that survive will have a better chance of surviving into actual usage - and into full-fledged process definition.

- Value actual hands-on usage experience above all other assessments of viability, and use piloting to get early experience before committing the organization to a new aspect of the approach. Piloting is admittedly expensive (in terms of time and resources), but it can be dramatically less expensive than premature adoption.

It is our hope that our lessons learned and suggested guidelines will not only prove useful to organizations with similar challenges, but will contribute to the vital discipline of process engineering.
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Appendix A - List of Selected Process Representation Notations

In various places in this paper, we have made reference to particular process representation notations. We have used IDEF\textsubscript{0} heavily on the Demonstration Project (and have found it to be useful but far from complete) as well as ETVX (similar comments apply).

In this appendix, we provide a brief list of some of the more common notations, with our comments about their nature and applicability. Some of the notations are part of a family of notations connected with a particular method (such as SPC’s MPDM).

We are not recommending one notation over another, but we thought readers might find the list (and the references to some associated information sources) useful.

- **Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF\textsubscript{0})**

  IDEF\textsubscript{0} [FIPS 183] is based on SADT\textsuperscript{TM} (Structured Analysis and Design Technique\textsuperscript{TM}). An IDEF\textsubscript{0} model consists of a hierarchical series of diagrams, text, and glossary cross-referenced to each other. The two primary modeling components are functions (represented on a diagram by boxes) and the data and objects that inter-relate those functions (represented by arrows). The IDEF\textsubscript{0} methodology also prescribes procedures and techniques for developing and interpreting models, including ones for data gathering, diagram construction, review cycles and documentation. The simplicity of IDEF\textsubscript{0} comes in many ways from the constraints of a single view of the system being described. This can be a doubled-edged sword as users try to capture things that do not fit into the model easily.

- **Entry/Task/Validation/eXit (ETVX)**

  An ETVX [RadPhil 88] model is expressed as a set of interconnected activities for each there must be four aspects; entry (E) and exit (X) criteria, work to be accomplished (T), and the work needs to be validated (V). The model indicates the relationships and flow among the four aspects of an activity and between activities. Activities can be nested thus ETVX can be applied to as low a level as required to control the process.

- **Process Definition Information Organizer Templates (PDIOTs)**

  The PDIOTs [EtPhillips 95] provide a vehicle for collecting and organizing information necessary to create a process definition that is “enactable” with a desired set of behavioral characteristics. The focus is on Activities, Artifacts, and Agents with efforts to capture ETVX information. When completed with instance names of artifacts and agents, the templates constitute a primitive, but enactable, instance of a process enactment guidebook ready for “manual” enactment.

- **Petri nets**

  A Petri net [Resieg82] is a directed graph interconnecting nodes of different types on which tokens are permitted to travel. While Petri nets consist of a small number of elements and the algorithms for evaluation can be expressed very simply, they are sufficiently formal to allow mathematical analyses. These tend to be both detailed and complex.

- **State Transition Diagrams (STDs)**

  STDs, and a more sophisticated variant, Harel Statecharts [Hard187] are usually focused on a single component of the process. The STD depicts the states the component may exist in and the events that cause the component to transition to another valid state. The interactions between components is not visible unless they are mentioned in the events. In addition to the graphic notation it is also straightforward to represent STDs as tables.

- **Flowcharts**

  Possibly the original process notation, it captures activities their sequencing and the decision points affecting the process flow. Its use is normally restricted to detail levels. It is easy to use and simple to understand but remains very informal.
• Rummier Brache Notations
The focus of Rummier Brache [RumBrach90] is process capture and improvement. The diagrams are deliberately informal to enable them to be easier for non-experts to describe process, and for the improvement goals to be indicated on those diagrams. The notation is simple and consists of three elements; Organization Charts, Relationship Maps and Process Maps. Organizational Charts are used to show the reporting dependencies between roles. Relationship Maps are used to indicate dependencies between the nodes of the Organization Chart that are present because of data flows. Process Maps are flowcharts laid out over horizontal roles emphasizing the relationships between the process steps and the organizational elements.

• Managed Process Development Methodology (MPDM)
MPDM [SPC 90] consists of four related notations and makes heavy use of “template” information. The templates are designed to capture many details of the process that are not present on the diagrams. The four notations of MPDM offer different views of the same process: The Architectural Model - shows composition and specialization of the basic concepts; The Reporting Model - shows which roles report to which; The Interface Model - shows how roles and work products relate to activities; The Behavioral Model - shows the ordering of activities. Incremental steps to complexity: the MPDM approach recognizes that process modeling can be a very complex matter. A single view is not going to capture everything in which you are interested. A graphical notation is not the best for all kinds of information about a process. MPDM allows users to focus on a single viewpoint, draw simple diagrams, and then choose whether to fill in more detail in the related database, or move on to another view of the same process.

• Role Interaction Nets (RIN)
The RIN formalism [Signh92] is based upon the observation that process descriptions can rarely be derived from a single perspective. Each member of an organization has a view of the process potentially differing from the view of all other members. In order to help reconcile these views, RINs focus on two key themes. The first is the set of organizational role types that communicate and participate in accomplishing goals. The second is the set of interactions that occur between those roles. The Interconnected Roles (IR) model shows how roles are related to one another through relationships such as: binding, assignment, visibility, and interdependencies. Roles are defined as spatially disjoint, asynchronous units that represent self-sufficient contexts for the pursuit of specific organization functions, tasks, or responsibilities. All the process steps that a role is to enact are placed within that role (column). Whenever the process step needs to be carried out in conjunction with other roles, a specific interaction arc appears on the diagram, along with annotations to show the information flow between the roles. While the diagrams are relatively intuitive to understand there is a strong semantic model underlying this method.

• Role Activity Diagrams
Role Activity Diagrams originated through the study of coordination by Anatol Holt [Hol83]. Its focus is on processes which involve the co-ordination of inter-related activities carried out by people in organizations using a variety of tools. The notation supports four foundation classes: Roles - which represent the individual roles in a process, Actions - individual activities or actions carried out by a role, Entities - data, and structures plus collections of entities and tables of entities, and Interactions - which allow roles to communicate by object passing. Although intuitively simple and easy to read, RADs are a powerful modelling technique which use a number of notational primitives to express very complex process behavior.

• ProNet
ProNet [Christic 94], a graphical process notation with enactable characteristics, captures a large number of process concepts in a graphical form similar to entity-relationship diagrams, that is a set of entities and a set of relationships are depicted on a single diagram. The notation defines entities as: activities, agents, artifacts, conditions, constraints, and stores and relationships as: has entrance, has exit, instance of, part of, and user defined. Activities form the core of the model. Products and conditions provide the entrance criteria for activity initiation. Activities are responsible for generating exit products and conditions. While the focus of other graphical notations is sometimes to ease human
communication about processes or to emphasize particular aspects of a process, ProNet gives equal status to each of its elements, and focuses on describing a process to the level of detail where an enactable process script could be generated from the diagram.

- Information Mapping™

This approach (also known as structured writing) comprises a set of strategies for identifying, categorizing and interrelating information. The process of information mapping essentially comprises the systematic presentation of process and reference materials in ordered blocks with marginal labels. However, the arrangement of information in blocks is not simply governed by aesthetic appeal or logic but by the essential contingencies of the defined process. These may include introductions, overviews, purpose, description, activities (with informal diagrams and charts), agents, and artifacts. A further dimension or characteristic of the process of information mapping is its hierarchical organization. This implies that the entire set of information maps and indeed the process of information mapping may proceed from the general to the specific.

- The Multi-View Process modeling project Language (MVP-L)

MVP-L is a rule-based notation that supports the creation, analysis, and execution of formal process designs [Rombach91]. Its principle use is to develop understanding and communicating process information. A secondary purpose is to guide the execution of processes. MVP-L captures several types of knowledge: project, process, product, attribute, and resource. MVP-L is very readable and easily understood.
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